PICK YOUR MONEY
UP OFF THE TABLE!

MY PROVEN (AND FREE) CHECKLIST
TO SELL-OUT (EVEN IF YOU HAVE A
SMALL AUDIENCE)

BY JADE JEMMA

This checklist will show you where you are leaving
money on the table and how you can sell-out your offers,
programs and launches RIGHT NOW!
Every single entrepreneur I have supported in their
launches has their biggest results (I’m talking 5-fig, multi5-fig launches and 6-fig launches), and one of the
reasons is one of my many sales superpowers is spotting
where and how you can make sales with what you
already have!
Growing an audience online is not as easy as it was
before and if you wait for that to happen before you
launch anything to the world then you are missing a
trick, wasting time and holding back your income and
success!
Average conversion rates for launches and email lists is
around 1-2%, which means to get 25 sales you need on
average a list of 1,250-2,500.
Without investing in paid advertising that could take
years, and who wants to wait years to get the sales
rolling in??!
The way I help my clients is to rather than just focus on
growing their audience is to maximise what they already
have and make money along the way…..
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Because if only 1-2 out of 100 are buying now, rather than going after more….
why not work on converting the other 98-99 who have already put their hand up
to say:

“I am interested in your services” (by
joining your list or FB group for
example)?

A LITTLE BIT ABOUT ME AND WHY I AM HERE SHARING
MY SALES SWAG WITH YOU.
I’m Jade Jemma and I help freedom-

I’ve trained, coached and mentored

focused entrepreneurs just like you

hundreds to sales success and I’ve

simplify and accelerate their sales

helped my clients have their first 5-fig

growth.

months, 6-fig years and 5, 6 and
multi-6 figure launches.

With over 10 years experience of
being a sales specialist I have worked
with some of the biggest brands in
the world (Fedex, Vodafone and Virgin
to name a few), I have hired over 1000
sales professionals, interviewed over
10,000 and had over 20,000 sales calls
in my time!
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BUT...
... it’s not just the revenue/income that product that makes me so
excited,
… it’s the ripple effect that the positive impact I am having on my clients
is having on others, as between us we are helping people improve their
businesses, health, relationships and happiness, which is contributing to
making the world a better place.
I am SO passionate about helping others to get good at (and LOVE!)
selling as:

SALES = INCOME = SECURITY = FREEDOM
If you want to simplify and accelerate your sales success then this
checklist is for you!

Jade Jemma xx
KEEP READING...
MY CHECKLIST FOR THE PLACES YOU MAY BE
LEAVING MONEY ON THE TABLE AND HOW YOU
CAN PICK IT UP!
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01
YOUR EMAIL
LIST:
Most entrepreneurs I see are

trying to grow their list bigger
and bigger, but are ignoring

those who are already on there!
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HERE ARE A FEW THINGS YOU CAN DO TO
MAXIMISE YOUR LIST:
Email them regularly, no matter how small it is! The more regular you
engage with your list, the more they will open and respond to your
emails and offers. If you only pop up when you have something to
sell they will just unsubscribe or ignore.
Look at who is opening your emails regularly and connect with them
121. You could email them individually, reach out on social media,
send a voice note, or even a video! (My fav tool for using this is
Bonjoro)
Look at who is clicking your emails (the links you add in the email
body), these are the ones you are really interested in and should
certainly be in your ‘hot list’ of people to connect with 121. You can
use the techniques I just discussed, or even email them from your
private email address with a personalised and thoughtful email.
Invite them to join your community - if they are on your list get them
over to your community so you can deepen the relationship with
them in a more intimate space.
Use a highly converting pop-up software on your website. My fav is
Convertbox and they have an amazing lifetime offer right now. Just
one pop-up I installed is converting at 35% to my email list (where
before these website visitors were just visiting and then leaving). You
can access the lifetime offer here.
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02
YOUR PRIVATE
COMMUNITY:

Take

time

to

actually

build

a

relationship with your community
members, get to know them, ask
q’s and give value. This way when
you

have

something

to

sell,

reaching out with your offer won’t
feel icky and they will be more
likely to buy (if it’s a solution for
the current pain/problem)
Don’t just broadcast/talk at them! I
see this so much especially in FB
groups. Rather than just showing

If you have a private community

up and talking at them, creating

where

conversations

you

can

‘ring

fence’

your

and
This

a

sense

authority and nurture your audience

community.

(something I highly recommend). My

deepen

fav online communities are FB groups,

them

and offline my favs are local meetups.

talk/communicate/engage/show up

your

and

will

of

further

relationship

encourage

with

them

to

more.
Here is how you can maximise sales
from who you already have (no

Organise special events for your

matter how small):

communities - in person meetups,
private Zoom calls etc. You can

Get to know everyone personally

also

by reaching out to them 121. Don’t

events to get them participating. A

make the mistake I see so many

few I’ve done were an 80’s party

others so and send them all the

where we showed up live in 80’s

same generic voice note! Send

outfits and played 80’s songs and a

something personal using their

‘woo-woo’ party where people took

name. This can be done via social

it in turns to go live and share their

media (text, voice or video), phone

spiritual

(if you have their number), or

meditation and even a full moon

email.

healing!)
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YOUR PRIVATE COMMUNITY
CONT:
If you like many are struggling with getting your content seen inside your FB
group then I recommend creating a community on Mighty Networks. I
have my private groups and courses hosted there and now no-one misses a
post or event as there is also a cool option to auto-email them and allow
them to add events directly to their calendar! You can check it out HERE.
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03
YOUR SOCIAL
MEDIA:

Another thing I see is entrepreneurs

‘posting and ghosting’ (such a great

phrase that I borrowed from my friend
Denise Duffield Thomas who shared

it with me recently). This is where you
do lots of great content, but ignore
those who comment/engage!
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HERE ARE A FEW THINGS YOU CAN DO TO
MAXIMISE YOUR LIST:
The first reason you want to reply to all comments is that it creates a
‘loop’ which bumps your post/live back up the newsfeed.
The 2nd reason is people will judge you based on how you make
them feel before they become a customer. If they feel
ignored/unappreciated on your social media, they will assume you
are the same with your clients.
Show up as your best self always and show every person who takes
the time to comment on your social media that you see them and
that you care. It doesn’t take long to reply and will help you. Trust me
this will create more people in your inbox wanting to find out more
about working with you.
If you have followers/likes on your social media who are engaging
regularly start to cultivate 121 relationships with them. You can
DM/PM to thank them for their contribution and let them know you
appreciate them and ask them questions to get to know them.
Everyone likes a compliment and to talk about themselves!
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04
PEOPLE YOU
ALREADY KNOW:

Now this one area that is often totally

overlooked and can sometimes result
in instant sales! Below is a list of the

people you can reach out to and
continue to nurture relationships with.
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HERE ARE A FEW THINGS YOU CAN DO TO
MAXIMISE YOUR LIST:
Current clients - do they know anyone else you could help? If so
introduce a referral scheme to incentivize them to pass people your
way
Past clients - often these get overlooked and ignored too. I had one
client who contacted hers when I suggested and one of them resigned to work with her again!
People you had a discovery/sales call with but were a no - follow
up with them, life is long and things change, now may be the best
time for them to work with you!
People who booked a discovery/sales call but cancelled/were a no
show - again life is long and things change, now may be the best
time for them to work with you!
Your peers - do you peers/biz besties know you are available for
new clients and do they know how to pass people your way? People
aren’t mind readers so let them know!
Let me know how you get on with implementing some of these tips!

Jade xx
For more awesome sales resources and trainings the best place to be is
my free online community FREEDOM BUSINESS NETWORK and my
Business Growth Blog.
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DONE PLAYING SMALL?
If you are done with playing small and are wanting to mega-boost
your sales and launch results with my support you can apply for a
consultation with me here
If you are not ready for 1:2:1….
Things that can help you to sell out your next launch and hit
those big numbers:
1. My Sales Calls System (all my clients who have had 6 fig+
launches have used these strategies during their launch!)
2. My business growth blog (for tips on growing and scaling your
business)
And if you want to hang out with like minded entrepreneurs and
access over 100 video trainings then my free community for
freedom-focused entrepreneurs Freedom Business Network
welcomes you!

I look forward to celebrating your sales with you soon!
CALL TO ACTION

Jade Jemma xx
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